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Preface 

This series of monographs k based on the premise that the United 
Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) can meet the 
management needs of the developing countries effectively and efficiently 
only if technical assistance programmes are focused on the practical problems 
confronting managers and industrial administrators in these countries. 

This monograph is concerned with corporate planning, which is simply 
the basic managerial function of co-ordinating and directing an enterprise or 
groups of enterprises. It discusses difficulties in improving corporate planning 
in the -«jveloping countries and suggests a constructive assistance programme 
for overcoming them. It examines a planning system that may be applied in 
stages depending on the particular needs of management and then presents 
three examples of the kind of assistance in corporate planning UNIDO may 
provide. Fictitious names have been given to the companies described in the 
case studies. 
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GENERAL CONCEPT OF CORPORATE PLANNING 

In a broad sense, the concept of corporate planning is universal and 
independent ot" geographical context and stage of economic development. 
Clearly, company management that fails to plan the future activities of the 
company is neglecting one of its major responsibilities and is courting 
disaster. However, it may be difficult to understand corporate planning as a 
concept and to evaluate it as a management practice because corporate 
planning methods may range from the very simple to the very sophisticated 
depending on the size of the firm, level of product technology, type of 
manufacturing operation, management attitudes and extent of government 
regulation of business. 

Planning, at any level, is required for sustained economic and industrial 
development. At the national level, development economists and policy 
makers bave stressed the need to plan the allocation and utilization of 
resources. In some countries, such as India, Pakistan and Turkey, five-year 
planning has become highly sophisticated. However, as various studies made 
by the Economist Intelligence Unit (London) and others have shown, the 
critical factor in industrial planning is the effective implementation of 
development plans at the enterprise level. In many countries, the failure to 
ensure efficient planning at the enterprise level has retarded industrialization. 
This failure is, in most cases, due to two fundamental weaknesses, both of 
which are managerial in origin. First, too often national plans are based on 
economic criteria that ignore problems of implementation at the enterprise 
level. Secondly, external ;>id given to the lesser developed countries has been 
largely limited to technology and capital. However, the transplantation of 
technical kiow-how, whether in the form of engineering techniques or of 
plant layout, is only an element in the implementation process and not an 
end in itself. Although technology and capital are essential factors of 
production, they must be put to the best use in terms of the local 
environment if development is to be effective. This is the function of 
management, which is the link between industrial planning at the national 
and the enterprise levels. This aspect of industrial management has been 
perceptively described by Peter Drucker: 

"Managing goes way beyond passive reaction and adaptation. It implies 
responsibility for attempting to shape the economic environment .... 
Management is not just a creature of the economy; it is a creator as well. 



Alili   olllv    In   till-   estCIl'   l<>  which  It  masters I Ik1 CCOIIOIllli.   CllClimstaUCes. 

and altéis ilu'in In ion?* IDUS, diiccted action, docs il rcallv manage 

In attempimi- I" i-\>i!ii;ilc corpotatc planning practices in developing 
countries, the aiutkM wili tirst ot all have to select a si ndard tor measuring 
management practices under varying cultural conditions. The usefulness of 
the evaluation will depend on the broadness oi the range of enterprises 
covered. In otliei words, an analytical standard of measure should be applied 
to various types of enterprises and not he restricted to large business 
organizations that enjoy a favourable economic cimiate for managerial 
achievement, namely, those in the more advanced o{ the developing 
countries. 

This paper attempts to identify simple as well as sophist ated forms of 
corporate planning and to prescribe appropriate technical assistance for 
various tvpes of enterprises through a modular programme. Phis approach U> 
corporate planning can probably best be described in terms of a basic model !t 
may be noted, however, that the process of setting corporate objectives, 
formulating strategy, developing comprehensive plans, monitoring results, and 
continually revising this basic planning and control system constitutes 
management. However, in this paper the emphasis will be on analysing the 
planning of the production, financial and marketing functions of 
management. 

The stages in the development of an integrated planning model at the 
enterprise level and the planning techniques that are used as building block-, 
at each stage are shown in table I. 

Thus, it would seem unwise to introduce an elaborate training 
programme in cost-benefit analysis when the recipients are still at the stage of 
understanding and applying basic cash budgeting procedures and vice versa. 

Corporate planning at the most advanced level does not exist in the 
developing countries. What examples do exist are found in (a) the local 
operations of multinational companies with headquarters in the United vStates 
of America, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland or the 
Federal Republic of Germany; and <bj the large public-sector or privately 
owned corporations in the more advanced of the developing countries. A 
prospective technical assistance programme in corporate planning will be of 
value only if managers already have command of basic skills. Then advanced 
training in management methods and techniques can usefully be introduced. 

The stages of corporate planning may be summarized as follows 

I     Production planning. At this early stage, the typical owner-manager 
enjoys a sellers' market  His major concern is to meet the increased demand 

¡he Prai tur <>f Management (New York, Harper, 1954), pp. 11    12. 
Cotkt-rmng stages of management responsibility, see A. D. Chandler, Strategy and 

Structure (( imhridgc. Miss   Massachusetts Institute of Technology Pre»». I%2). 



TABU  1.     A MODULAR APPROACH TO CORPORATI PI ANN!N(, 

Staw- 
Te eh niques 

Basic 

l. Production 

l.mphasis on output     Obtaining the 
factors of 
production 

Rationalization of 
work 

Project control 

2. Finance 

Cash planning 

Capital budgeting 

Obtaining and 
using funds 

Programme budgeting 

3. Marketing 

Opportunistic 

Competitive 

NM 

Intermediate Advanced 

Time-and-motion 
studies, cost 
accounting, layout, 
inventory control, 
industrial engi- 
neering, preventive 
maintenance 

Break-even 
analysis, present- 
value analysis/ 
discounted cash 
flow, long-rangé 
planning 

iHAtt analysis, 
ntes forecasting, 

analyrisi 
product-profit 

Materials management, 
quality control, 
value analysis 
project management 

Unit costing, 
systems analysis, 
cost-benefit 
analysis, simulation 
studies VIM *mVm m 



AHI I {continuedj 

.Wir 

3.  Marki-tini; ¡X'WintuJi 

Creativi" 

Ht! tic 

Techniques 

Intermediate Advanced 

4.  Integrated at thities 

Corporale planning       Not applicable    Not applicable 
(departmental, 
functional, personal) 

Product-demand 
analysts and 
diversification, 
new-product market 
testing, consumer 
surveys, advertising 
psychology 

Management-by- 
objectives, 
management 
information systems, 
planning by analogy, 
free-form management 

for his product(s) or services. He accumulates resources, purchases 
equipment, expands his labour force to meet this demand. The extent of 
planning is that he introduces an elementary inventory control system to 
avoid running out of stock. Eventually, as competition increases, the 
owner-manager becomes concerned with efficiency and cost competitiveness. 

1 I'itiatu ial planning. Common to the expanding small enterprise is the 
need to develop some form of financial control. Co-ordination of accounts 
payable and accounts receivable can mean, in many cases, the difference 
between continued viability or bankruptcy, since the scope of the 
owner-managers financial commitments has increase I significantly with 
increased payroll expenses, raw material purchases and customer credit. 

1. Market planning. Although the aforementioned stages of develop- 
ment are not mutually exclusive, emphasis on certain management functions 
dues change over time. Accordingly, as competitors enter the market in direct 
response to the potential return on their investment, attention is given to the 
promotion and sale of the product. It may become desirable to develop an 
internal marketing organization instead of depending on agents and 
middlemen. 

4. Integrafi'J activities. The advanced phase of planning is reached 
when the owner-manager turns over responsibility to professional managers 
whose purview is the total enterprise system manufacturing, information 
flow, manpower, marketing, and long-range co-ordination of operations and 
end-user demand. This stage of corporate planning is economic only if the 



industrial units concerned are large enough to take advantage ot commues of" 
scale in applying advanced managerial techniques (sharing in computer use. 
co-operation in market surveys etc.). Thus, in some countries, use of these 
techniques can be justified only in government holding companies, in other 
countries, they can be applied in certain brandies of industry. 

The importance of improving managerial planning skills in the developing 
countries can easily be demonstrated. 

A newspaper recently reported that in one Asian country the principal 
reasons for business bankruptcy were: (a) "cut-throat" competition. >> per 
cent; (b) over-production, 24 per cent, and (c) failure to collect accounts 
receivable, 20 per cent. Thus, approximately 83 per cent of the bankruptcies 
in this country were due to poor corporate planning. Management had failed 
to cope with market conditions beyond the strategy of price competition, to 
forecast sales and co-ordinate internal production volume, and to plan and 
control cash budgeting (revenue versus expenditure). 

The experience of two companies in the same country and same 
industrial sector shows that advanced planning techniques cannot be 
introduced successfully in an enterprise whose management lacks certain 
basic skills. 

Company X was a small company (under 50 employ ees) engaged in a 
job-order operation and managed by the founder and owner, apparently 
successfully, since sales had tripled over the past five years. However, the firm 
was under severe financial strain, since sales were not increasing fast enough 
to cover the rising cost of short-term capital. The International Executive 
Service Corporation had assigned a consultant to this firm, who had 
advocated a sophisticated type of budgetary controls (profit-centre controls). 

Closer analysis showed that the early success of the firm had been due to 
a temporary seller's market which had led the owner to expand the firm 
without adopting further measures of corporate planning, especially financial 
planning and controls. Thus, problems had arisen with which the owner could 
not cope. The advice of the consultant, while well-meaning, was too 
sophisticated for Company X. The profit-centre controls he proposed, 
although highly desirable in principle, would have been appropriate if the 
enterprise had been larger, if the owner had delegated some of his authority 
to others, and if he had instituted a formal system of reporting information 
to supplement his method of direct observation. 

Unlike Company X, Company Y was a large (over 3,000 employees), 
muttiproduct company with an integrated ^roduction-control system. Like 
Company X, this firm set objectives and met .ured performance solely on the 
basis of increased sales, a tendency commonly observed in developing 
enterprises. Whereas in the first case, operational and financial planning was 
almost non-existent, Company Y had matured in the 50 years it had been in 
business and  had outlasted its competitors. The commercial success of 



Coinpanv   Y was largely   attributed to an engineering capability   that  had 
enabled llie firm to expand and diversity its product line. 

Nov.. however, managerial practices were proving to be inadequate 
Over all corporate planning, functional as well as departmental, was still the 
prerogative of the president, although one man could no longer cope with the 
planning and control. It was recommended that the president delegate some 
oí lus authority to his department heads and act as a co-ordinator of planning 
rather than as a planner himself. 

The president accepted this recommendation. He had, in fact, laid the 
groundwork to, its implementation by organi/mg a training programme for 
Ins top managers, which ranged from short courses given by local professors 
to programmes overseas in the United States and the United Kingdom. 

An analysis of these cases indicates that the development of corporate 
planning seems to rest on two related factors: (a) the size and complexity of 
the business; and (b) interest m using professional managers. 

Since business enterprises in the relatively advanced developing countries 
require more sophisticated assistance than those in the less developed 
countries, a programme of assistance based on a "building block" approach is 
the most suitable, since it can be modified to meet the needs of companies at 
various stages of development. The following areas have been assigned a high 
priority for management assistance: 

(a) Production planning and control (plant utilization, quality control, 
preventive maintenance): 

fb) Financial analysis (cash planning, break-even analysis, credit control, 
cost accounting); 

(ci Management control systems (sales forecasting, profit analysis, 
internal operations reports). 

The precise drafting of a given management assistance programme should 
he preceded by a management audit, which is a comprehensive analysis of the 
financial production and marketing activities of an enterprise or group of 
enterprises carried out by a team of experts. 

The following topics warrant further investigation: 
(a) The assumption that firms of the same size, particularly small 

companies, face similar environmental and operating problems and exhibit, 
accordingly, a similar performance pattern; 

lb) The relationship between industrialization (degrees or stages) and 
mattai -ment performance; 

(<•} Hie relationship between language, learning and managerial 
behaviour; the probable relationship between management objectives, 
motivation and pert01 mance. 

Sudi studies can have far-reaching effects on the manner and direction of 
in magenient assistance programmes for the developing countries. 



CASE STUDIES 

A.   The Consolidated Iron and Si eel Com/mny 

(A case studv in organization structure and 
management information systems in a large 

integrated steel concern located in a less 
developed country Ì 

Background 

In 1939, the Consolidated Iron and Steel Company was a modest 
workshop catering to the needs of a local, unsophisticated market. Thiough a 
series of additions and rearrangements it increased its productive capacity 
greatly at every stage, so that today it is a large, complex enterprise. 

Table 2 shows the growth of the company from 1939 to 1971. 

TABLE 2.     STEEL PRODUCTION PER WORKER, 1939  1971 

Year 
Workers 
(number) 

Steel produced 
(tons) 

Average 
output 
per worker 
(tons) 

1939 4 092 79 369 19 

1945 2 200 19 904 9 

1946 2 827 45 858 15 

1947 3 947 99 244 25 
1958 13 102 562 533 43 
1959 12 993 633 367 49 

1965 14 035 827 918 59 

1971 (planned) 17 500 1 100000 63 



Libie 3 cives product ion figures tor the period l'»oo I*) 70 .nul illuso 
prometed toi 1975. These Litter figures represent wh.it the management 
considers to he the optitiium capacit\ ol the o>mpan\ 

1 ABL 1   3. \()l.l'Ml Ol   PRODI (HON 

(Thousand tons) 

Year 

Hr, )J¡<( 1 Ì96f> ¡9ñ7 i9f>8 1969 1970 :<)75 
(projected! 

White pit' iron d()b 713 700 öl 7 745 1 XOO 

Raw steel SS4 905 883 890 1 000 2 000 

l inai rolled 
products 079 7! 1 725 752 770 1 041 

horgings 12 o II 12 II 30 

Axle assemblies 9 o 8 8 O 9 

Iron ore 2 295 2 21V» 2 257 2 488 2 500 6 200 

(key pig iron 103 82 40 54 74 242 

Castings 55 44 .44 53 74 139 

Drawn wire 45 36 43 55 59 94 

Nails 12 11 7 7 II 15 

Screws and bolts 10 "7 9 10 IO 20 

Thus, it can be seen that the company has achieved steady progress in the 
last few years. The balance between finished and semi-finished products is 
reasonably good. As the national economy becomes more industrialized, the 
quantity ot the finished products and their share of the total turnover will 
tend to increase. The projection for 1975 reflects accurately this trend. 

The increase in production shown in tables 2 and 3 was, much to the 
credit of the management, achieved under very adverse conditions that made 
long-range planning impossible. Such planning is necessary in the steel 
industry, where investments in plant and equipment are usually extensive. 
Ine critical shortage ol steel products in the country together with the 
government's policy oí creating employment in the area led the management 
to concentrate on increasing production at all costs. In the process some 
serious problems arose. 

Recently, a number of changes have taken place. External factors have 
changed, such as market needs and competition. The Consolidated Company 
has merged  and  acquired  several other  companies  some providing  raw 



malcriáis, others using Consolidated s loci ¡ •• m.uiu!.ictut\ luiisbol prodtut-. 
Most impoli.ml ol all. Consolidateti has now adopted a loug-iainv plan thai 
will more than double ils present capacity ol Linde steel and tuple ils finished 
pioduclsby the Lite l';7(h. 

Objectives and polieies ot the company have been lo j Luge extent 
detennmeJ by the government, its sole shareholder smee l(»ìi>. In recent 
years, company policy has shitted its emphasis fromquan, '\ to,|iiaht\ I lie 
volume produced is no longer the sole or even the dominant consideration 
Now the company's objective is to become a leader in its oxen national 
market in terms ol range ol products, quality and service. A new emphasis has 
been placed on exports. Although the company has exported to neighbouring 
countries throughout most of its history, these countries arc still largely 
agricultural countries. Their needs arc limited lo a few staple products, and 
their industry offers little competition. The company now appeals to have 
the more ambitious goal of competing internationally with the large steel 
concerns of the indtistriali/.ed countries in order to dispose of its expanding 
output. The management realizes that to be a successful large steel 
manufacturer and a factor in export markets, the company has to be highly 
competitive. It can become so only by making full use oí all its resources: 
managerial, technical, labour force, plant and equipment, financial 

The Consolidated Company's geographical position is excellent as regards 
the supply of raw materials iron ores, coal and also non-ferrous metal ores. 
The government plans to build up a substantial non-ferrous metals industry in 
the area. The company's geographical position is also excellent in terms of its 
national market. Most of the large users of the finished products are nearby and 
easily reached by rail and road. However, its inland location in the mountains, 
about 200 kilometres from the sea, makes the accès to overseas markets 
somewhat more costly than it is for the large modern plants now located on the 
coast. The existing harbour has been used only for local coastal traffic. 

In view of its ambitious plans, the management board decided to lequest 
outside consultants to appraise the company's operation. Since experience in 
working with foreign management consultants was lacking in the country, a 
request for assistance was made through government channels to the United 
Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO). UNIDO, particularly 
its Industrial Management Section, deals constantly with such questions in 
less developed countries. UNIDO evaluated several candidates for the job and 
eventually selected the most suitable. It was decided after consultations with 
the Consolidated Company that the magnitude and far-reaching implications 
of the assignment justified breaking down the work of the consultants into 
several phases: phase I, a survey; phase II, training; phase III, implementation. 
UNIDO was to supervise and monitor the project; the Consolidated Company 
was to evaluate and control progress as the work programme developed. The 
consulting team began the survey of the organization immediately. 



Desalt orgaiiizijth'ii 

The present organization is the result of the merger in l%X. IW> ;nul 
1070 of the Consolidated ( ompany with the following: 

(a) lour iron ore mining and ironworks companies. These tour 
companies are all located around Consolidated within a radius ot 
50 100 kilometres, bach company enjoys substantial autonomy. It has its 
own management hoard and is operated as a profit centre, although it may 
sell all or practically all its production to Consolidated; 

(hi  A limestone quarry: 

(c) Three wire-product manufacturing companies. These companies 
were formerly competitors of the Consolidated Company, which has had a 
wire-making department m its own main plant since the ll)20s. They 
purchase all their raw materials from the Consolidated Company and sell their 
finished products independently of. it not in competition with,Consolidated; 

(d) A screws and bolts manufacturing company. 

The Consolidated Company thus consists of 10 operating units, or profit 
centres Consolidated's original plant and l) previously independent 
companies. The head of each operating unit reports direct to the general 
manager of the company. Also reporting direct to the general manager are 
three directors (technical, financial and commercial) and a legal assistant, plus 
seven department heads. In all. 21 executives report direct to the general 
manager as shown in figure I. The directors, legal assistant and department 
heads are all located in the head office. 

The 10 operating units vary greatly in size and complexity. Some furnish 
raw materials exclusively; some make finished products using Consolidated 
steel. These units could probably not have continued in business if they had 
remained completely on their own. It was therefore a wise move for them to 
seek the support of a much larger and stronger entity such as Consolidated. 

These operating units, particularly those that were formerly independent 
companies, want to retain their identity. They place great value on preserving 
the relationship between their contribution to the corporation and their 
personal earnings. For this reason they call themselves "profit centres". This 
relationship should be strengthened to motivate workers and managers and to 
permit them to share in accordance with their productivity. However, these 
operating units do not have full authority over their commercial activities and 
in particular do not determine the selling prices of their products, since steel 
prices are fixed. Profit is not the best criterion of success for all operating 
units. The fulfilment of plans and attainment of cost objectives may be 
preferable as measurements of performance, since revenues in most cases are 
beyond the control of the management of the operating units. 

10 
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Mie iipei.iiinu units cannot maintain tuli technical stalls ot adequate 
quahtv, yet the best technical capabihtv existing within the corporation musi 
he ilìade readilv available whenever an operating unit needs it. I his can he 
done by organi/mg a group of specialists in various fields to act in a staff 
capacity alongside the "line" organization responsible for the major functions 
of pioduciion. marketing and finance. 

hoduction plans and quotas are based on past performance rates rather 
than on an anaf.sis ol the potential market demand. It may be noted that 
these quotas aie relatively eas> to achieve in view of the backlog of demand for 
the product.and thev Jo not represent a unii 01 inly high level of performance. 

The Consolidated. Company has devoted little attention to marketing, 
(jreater profitability and growth could be achieved through more effective 
marketing, lo increase profitability and growth, however, management must 
have an accurate knowledge of costs, both actual and standard. It is 
anticipated that In I*>75 eluse io 2 million tons of steel will be marketed 
annually in the form of finished products. Marketing this quantity of finished 
products will require careful study and planning. 

Management information and business systems are weak points in the 
present organization of the company. Although a wealth of data is available 
throughout the organization, it is not in a form most useful to management. 
There is no organization unit in the company capable of developing and 
implementing business systems of the magnitude needed. The capability of 
the present manual data processing is limited. To increase this capability, it 
will be necessary to train not only the specialists who will provide the 
data-processing services, but als > the executives, managers, supervisors and 
workeis in all areas who will frame and use the systems to be developed. 

Recommendations 

The major recommendations of the consulting team are described below. 

Over-all organization 

It s absolutely necessary to clarify the relationship between the 
'() operating units and the head office with respect to responsibility and 
accountability. The expertise existing at the head office should be made more 
readily available to the operating units. 

fewer executives should report direct to the general manager. This can 
he -'.ccomplished by making a deputy director responsible for a function or a 
group of function:,, for example, the production director could take over the 
day-to-day m;¡ i-mení of the 10 operating units; and the marketing director 
and the pei se mei Urector could take over most, if not all, of the 
departments at the head office. This would mean 5 top-level executives 
reporting direct to the general manager instead of 21 as at present. Figure II 
shows the proposed changes in the organization. 
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I mes ut   eommu'.n.;' "il sii    ni In' > -lahlished  In-m tin  dncclois tu ali 

areas ot tltc co.npauy 
| o suppoit .in ette, uve <t!v!.tiu/.iii"ti. jn integrated, comprehensive 

information sv stoni i\ iwpsii'd Mote ellkicnt s\ steins tor collecting data and 

distribuì mi: inhumation musi ht- developed to serve the needs ot all levels ot 

management 

|o achieve these objective- il will de neces..ar\ 

m I • establish a specialized «roup in the head otl'iec tliat would 

initialh se' priorities and bobini tlic desujn ot applications tor a computer. I he 
group would din ce. compile and tesi pioguins puoi to deliver\ ot the 

computer 

.fri J,, train i «i>>up. with emphasis on on-the-job training, in methods, 

measurement and control ot the administrative and office work. 

,'c/ !• establish a sliong mdusinal engineering department at the 

corporate level thai would develop methods t'oi production, maintenance and 

materials handling. The aim ot tins department should be to increase the 

effectiveness of manpower so that all new equipment can be operated 

without additional personnel 

Alter the problems have been identified m phase I (the survey), measures 

to solve them should be carried out in conjunction *ith a team of 

consultants The initial emphasis should be on the training and development 

of company personnel and on planning and scheduling for the final piiase of 
implementation. Phase II (training) and phase III (implementation) must be 

earned out simultaneously since these phases will frequently overlap; 

on i he-job training in the application of technological concepts should be an 

important part of the implementation phase. Teams of consultants (local 

consultants assisted bv foreign consultants) should be assigned to work in 

three separate areas of speeiah/ation. namely manual systems, computer 

systems and programming and industrial engineering-organization. 

The complete implementation, including the format of the organization. 

and the delineation oi the responsibilities of each position, will require one 

year to complete for a team of company personnel working under the 

guidance and direction of a team of consultants. 
A group t li) persons) should be recruited and trained to develop a master 

systems plan and to establish priorities for the computer programming of 

systems. Approximately half of the group should receive basic training in 

programming. The (Mining may last as long as three or four months. The 

training should be carried out in specialized schools either in the United 
Slates of America or in I-urope. The other half of the group, which does not 

receive programmiti« instruction, should proceed with the development of the 

master systems plan and the design of specific systems. 
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Manual s\ stems .uni computen/^! system- ami programming should be 
developed completel\ Ncparatch A gtoup .>l 1^ individuals should be trained 
to develop methods, staffing entena and controls for clerical and 
administrative activities 

Table 4 stimnuiri/es the initial personnel requiicments loi a management 
information system. 

TABI I  4.      IM HAL PI RSONNI I   Rl.OUIRI D I OR A MANAG! MENT 
I NI-OR M Al ION SYS'! I-M 

Computer systems 
and programming 

Manual systems 
and controls 

,,       , Consulting 
Lonsoii-           Consultants man-months 
dati(i               - -     Duration 
personnel Local       Outside Local       Outside    (months) 

15 20 10 

35 32 

Background 

B.   77k' First Engineering Company 

(A case study of corporate organization, 
with particular emphasis on the marketing 

aspect, in a large engineering company located 
in a ¡ess developed country) 

The First Engineering Company, which originated as a repair shop for 
wagons in 1921, is now a large enterprise manufacturing a range of products 
and employing approximately 6,000 persons. It is apparent that over the 
years the management of the company was able to react successfully to 
changing conditions and to take advantage of opportunities as they arose. 

The original enterprise was a service enterprise, but it quickly took the 
short step from the repair of wagons to their manufacture. After wagons, it 
began to manufacture steam locomotives and then to build bridges, all 
products for the railroad industry. The company expanded beyond its 
traditional market in the 1930s, when it started building industrial steel 
structures (such as hangars and towers, which have much in common with 
bridges). In 1955, the company manufactured its first diesel locomotive h 
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collaboration vvilli .1 vvcll-Miown toieign firm. Subsequent!). I irsi 
I nmnecrmg produced the mote powerful diescl-electric locomotives that can 
be "used tot long-haul height and passenger traffic. It thereby expanded its 
market hiiuillv. in tiie ll»<>(h. it added the following new product lines; plant 
and equipment lor the pioccssing industries, for the construction industry. 
for the mining mdustr> and for the ferrous and non-ferrous tnetallurg> 
industries; materials -handling equipment ; and boilers and power plants. 

Although all these moves achieved various degrees of success, they wert- 
all reactions to changing conditions. These changes were not anticipated, and 
no course of action was decided on in advance. Product development was 
initiated on an ad hoc basis rather than as a result of planning. 

In ll>o3. the management was reorganized. Considerable authority was 
handed over to the major divisions (rail vehicles, steel structures etc.). For the 
first time the structure oí the company departed significantly from the 
traditional functional form (see figure lll>. 

In 1969, to the surprise of the management, the First Engineering 
Company lost money. This was puzzling, since (a) the three previous years 
had been very good years, particularly 1968, when the company had achieved 
an 8.4 per cent net profit on the value of production; and (b) the company 
had done more business in 1969. as measured by invoiced sales, than in 1968. 
I arly in 1970, the top management met to review the situation and to decide 
what action to take. The projections for 1970 were very disturbing. They 
showed that even though the company would have a record year, with a 
33 per cent increase in turnover, it would not make a profit and might even 
suffer a loss. 

The general manager had been with the company for 13 years and knew 
the business well In the past. First Engineering had always made a profit and 
had expanded in the process. Greater turnover had always meant more 
profits Now. all tins seemed to have changed abruptly. It was suggested that 
productivity at First Fngineering was declining, but the company had always 
made a point of increasing efficiency in its plants. It had always paid its 
workers well and had not hired beyond its real needs. Inflation was said to be 
the culprit. To be sure, the cost of materials was increasing continuously, and 
this was the largest single item in total costs up to 60 per cent in some 
product lines. However, inflation was nothing new. A shift in demand was 
mentioned. The bread-and-butter business of First Engineering had always 
been the rolling and traction stock, sales of which, for example, had 
accounted for 70 80 per cent of total sales in 1969. The good years of large 
government orders were over, and domestic demand was limited to 
replacement. Sales of traction stock abroad were meeting the barrier of 
national specification.» in industrialized countries, where national manu- 
facturers were always given preference, and the market was now a buyers' 
market. Demand was still  largely unsatisfied in many of the developing 
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countiies. hut illeso contiti os needed long-term credit tu »mance tlieir 
purchases and the company lacked the necessary financial resources tor 
taking advantage ot these oppoitn'iities. 

Recently . I irst hngineering had succeeded in obtaining orders tor large 
turn-key protects m some developing countries, and the company was 
interested in expanding in this direction. There seemed to be growing demand 
both at home and abroad toi large steam boilers, and prospects tor business in 
tins area seemed promising However, the management knew that it would 
take many years to make a product change ot' the necessary magnitude. 

It was finally decided that the seriousness ut the situation called for an 
appraisal ot the company with the help of outside consultants. I'NIIXJ was 
approached toi assistance in selecting the consultants, writing terms of 
reference and in supervising the pioject. and l'N 11)0 agreed to undertake this 
work. Phase I ot the protect was to be a survey, and phase II, implementation 
I he consulting team began its work in Ili7 I 

findings and diagnosis 

The general findings of the consulting team are described below. 
After a period of rapid growth for 20 years, First Engineering sustained a 

loss for the first time in 1969. The situation improved slightly in 1970. but 
the profit achieved was still only minimal. 

I-ven more disturbing for the fut».!•; is the decline in orders received in 
IW) and ll>?0, shown in table 5. Owing to the planning and production 
cycle of up to two years, they will be reflected only in the results of 1971 
and ll>72, 

I ABl I 5.     TOTAL VALUt Oí CONTRACTS (ORUI RS RKCEIVED) 
(Millions of locai currency/ 

IMvvtkni 1968 1969 1970 

Locomotives and wagons 344.0 66.0 39.0 

Power plants 58.3 86.2 88.6 

Industrial equipment 30.0 '»3.7 73.1 

Steel structures 26.0 12.6 34.1 
Assembly 2!.l> 36.4 28.8 

Foundry 7.4 7.6 10.1 
Machine shop 14.4 21.2 

Total 487.6 296.9 294.9 



Sales o\ the mam produci line ol the company, tolling and traction 
stock, have tallen drastically. This dramatic decline has not been offset by 
corresponding sales increases of the newer product lines, although some (e.g. 
industrial equipment) luve expanded substantially. 

The net worth of the company has remained static lor the last two vears: 

Millions <>l local currency 

|9(»7 1X0 
1968 :o4 
IW) 190 
1970 190 

When inflation is taken into account the real net worth «if the company 
has actually been declining. The decline is a reflection of: 

(a1 The relatively low profits achieved the net profit is shown below as 
a percentage of production value: 

l%2 5.5 1966 9.1 
l%3 1.1 1968 14.6 
1964 1.3 1969 0.2 
1965 4.2 1970 2.15 

(b) Increases in costs of materials not recovered in selling price 
increases the costs are shown below as a percentage of production value: 

1968 50.7 
1969 56.1 
1970 57.H 

\n interindustry comparison suggests that this situation may be due to poor 
cost control within the company; 

(c) Declining productivity of labour, since the cost of labour has been 
increasing faster than value of production. Over the last 12 years, the total 
output in tons has increased by 31 per cent, but the labour force has 
increased by 76 per cent; 

(d) The financing of business expansion largely by a substantial increase 
in long-term loans. Total long-term liabilities increased from 100 million 
(local currency) in 1968 to 294 million in 1970. This increase was much 
greater than the increase in turnover, which showed only a 42 per cent 
increase for the same period  from 286 million to 414 million. 

First Engineering was compared with nine other large engineering 
enterprises in the country for the years 1968, 1969 and 1970. For the nine 
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companies selected. Ho1) cmpared leasouabh well with I''(».S. with a 20 poi 
cent riso m volume .nul stable piofils. lu ll>70. these cnlcrpriscs showed a 
S por cent J crease iti volume hut nevertheless ;i 20 }x*r cent increase iti 
profit. Il seems, theretuie. that the shaip lall m the protHabilitv of first 
Fngineei ne in l'HV). as well .is the increased vol,une in ll>7(). does not lit 
into tile national pat lem 

In short I irst I nginecring is a marginally profitable business with the 
prospect lit Ivcoiiiinu even less profitable, notw ithstanding iiicteased volume, 
owing to an apparent inability to reverse an upw.ml cost spiral caused In 
c\er-mcivasii i costs of materials and labour. Itstituie is uncertain, owing to 
declinine oidi rs Its financial situation is very serious, with a decreasing net 
worth and an astronomically high long-term debt. It will almost certainly 
need largo sums tor plant modernization and tor new plant. 

The consultants' analysis of the current management revealed several 
weaknesses. 

The most significant feature oí the current management organization is 
decentralization that is. the delegation of authority to the divisions and 
departments, eight operating units in all. which has gone beyond the point 
where it is bénéficiai lor the company as a whole (see figure III). While it is 
desirable to keep as much decision-making power as possible at the operating 
unit level, any organization must work as a team to achieve common 
objectives. A balance must be struck between these two conflicting interests. 
First hngineering has ignored the need for planning and control, with the 
result that: 

(a) Any operating unit can increase its total capacity without 
considering whelher this will benefit the company as a whole; 

Ih) Operating units can subcontract work outside, while other company 
units may be short of work; 

(vi Economies of scale are lost because of no co-ordination in 
purchasing and materials standardization; 

(J) Tbe performance of the management of an operating unit is 
evaluated solely in terms of that unit without any consideration for the 
company as a whole. Consequently, managers at the operating unit level are 
motivated to optimize results of their unit only, even at the expense of the 
company asa whole; 

(e) The "independence" of the operating units has created a major 
problem in intra-company pricing. Fach operating unit bargains with the next 
unit to obtain the most favourable transfer price it can. Much haggling goes 
on over the allocation of common overheads among operating units. 

To sum up: the basic organization of the company must be drastically 
changed to meet business needs rather than to suit particular interests. First 
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Ingmeermg musi he able to operate as .in integrated enterprise tliat can plan 
and control its activities in an orderly manner it it is to survive as a «joiim 
concern. lop management must regain control over the operating units. 
whose basic goal must he to improve the company's position l! is only m so 
doing that they will improve their own position in the long run 

Specific shortcomings of the managerial structure are as follows. 

(a) The span of control ot the general manager is too wide to allow him 
fo co-ordinate all activities satisfactorily ; 

(b) Authority for making financial arrangements with customers, for 
quoting delivery dates, lor some aspects of purchasing, for increasing factory 
capacity, for arranging credit and for determining selling prices is divided; 

(c) The turnover at the general manager level is high; the length of 
tenure in a given appointment is less than three years; 

(d) The average length of service with the company for the top 
130 senior executives is 17 years, and only 20 of these senior executives have 
been with the company for less than 10 years. Thus, few new ideas have been 
contributed to the company from other areas and experience; 

(ej The selection of executives is carried out solely by the management 
board. Senior executives therefore have little or no part in the appointment 
of their subordinates: 

(f)   Planning is on the basis of volume of sales rather than on profit. 

Another area that needs immediate attention is marketing. The company 
as a whole is not at all market-oriented, since no marketing organization as 
such exists. Selling and marketing activities are badly fragmented throughout 
the organization. Specific examples follow: 

(a) The sales director is responsible to the director of engineering for all 
aspects of selling the company's products from preparing bids and estimates 
to after-sales service, including advertising; 

(b) The sales offices located in eight major cities in the country report 
to the sales director, but the five sales offices located abroad report to the 
director of engineering; 

(c) Each of the major divisions has its own department for estimating, 
pricing and marketing. The result is that each pursues a different marketing 
policy; 

(d) Establishing a price is a joint procedure involving divisions as well as 
sales departments. Since half of all contracts involve more than one division, 
there is considerable scope for errors, inconsistencies and long delays in 
making a quotation to a customer. 
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Kcfommcndiitious 
The consulting team iccommcndcd major changes in the managerial 

structure of First Engineering. It recommended reorganization along 
functional lines as shown in figure IV. 

The general manager will now deal with only 5 senior executives (instead 
of 14), each heading the 5 major functions: marketing, finance, production, 
management services and personnel. Bach functional director will be 
responsible to the geneial manager for the planning and control of his 
function for the compatì) as a whole. The production director, for example, 
with the help of a production controller and a materials manager and the staff 
support of a technical director, will make over-all production plans and 
control them for the company. He will report direct to the general manager. 
All divisions and departments engaged in actual production and supporting 
activities (7 units) will report to the production director. Thus, it will be 
possible to integrate plans and policies and to implement them effectively. 
Whatever expertise exists in the company will be readily available wherever 
needed. Duplication  will  be  minimized,  and  economies of scale will be 
realized. 

Two functions, finance and marketing, deserve top priority because of 
the urgent need to strengthen them substantially. The present accounting, 
cost accounting particularly, and the financial reporting systems do not 
provide managers with the information needed for making the right decisions 
or for supervising effectively their areas of responsibility. A major review and 
redesign of the management accounting concepts and systems and the manage- 
ment information and control system should be carried out immediately. 

The importance of marketing should be recognized by the top 
management because the very survival of First Engineering may well depend 
on the quality of its marketing organization. The marketing director must be 
given full authority over all marketing and sales activities. 

For each major function the consulting team prepared organization 
charts, job descriptions, outlines of procedures and other aids. 

Implementation 
The consultants handed over their report and recommendations to the 

management of First Engineering in late 1971. The management accepted the 
report in December 1971. It was now possible to begin phase II, 
implementation. 

There still remains much detailed development work to be done before 
the new structure can be successfully set up. One of the most important tasks 
is to select the executives for the various positions. Detailed responsibilities 
must be defined for all senior jobs, the number of staff required established, 
use of office space planned and procedures drawn up to cover the main 
functions and activities. 
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C.   The ,-1,\7; (¡roup of companies 

(A case studv of organization and corporate 
planning in a group of affiliât J companies 

engaged in crude oil refining and petrochemicals 
production /•/ a less developed country) 

Background 

The ANE Group resulted from the merger in 1968.of four oil-processing 
and chemical companies in the centre of Country X. The leader of the Group, 
Refinery A, located at Double Bees, has the largest individual refining 
capacity in the country, about 2.5 million tins of crude oil per year. Actual 
production is not far below design capacity. The refinery accounts for 80 per 
cent of the total sales of the ANE Group. The second largest unit of the 
Group, Company B, produces lubricating oils, greases and related products 
and current output is about 25,000 tons per year. It is located some 
200 kilometres from Double Bees. The third member, Company C, is a 
wood distillery, located about 90 kilometres from Double Bees, manufac- 
turing a range of chemicals obtained from the distillation of products of dry 
wood carbonization. The last and youngest member of the Group, 
Company D, is a chemical company established in 1961 and located near 
Company B. The product range includes nitro-°olvents, plasticizers, 
special-purpose soaps, most of them for industrial applications. Also part of 
the Group is a sales organization set up in 1970 to market the Group's 
products. This unit has sales offices in the larger cities and operates about 
17 gasolene and service stations, all located around the Group's plants. 
Finally, after the merger in 1968, a head office was set up in the capital of 
the country, consisting of a general manager and five functional departments. 

The ANE Group has a full line of petroleum products: all grades of 
motor gasolene, jet and diesel fuels, fuel oils, gases (butane, propane), 
oxygen, bitumen, solvents, motor and other oils, lubricants and greases, 
charcoal, phthalic anhydride, coating agents and special-purpose chemicals 
used in the wood and rubber industries. 

The main reason for forming the ANE Group was to create a 
petrochemical combine strong enough to compete with the other two 
large petrochemical companies in the country and to enable small compaiiies 
in this field to raise the money needed to finance a profitable expansion. 
Other aims were: 

(a) To share design, development and problem-solving capabilities; 

(b) To reduce production costs by interchanging raw materials, 
by-products and other potential feedstocks; 
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fc)  To create common services with a level of expertise that individual 
companies might not be able to afford; 

(d)   Io rationalize and co-ordinate marketing policies and methods. 

The years following the merger were financially bad years. The losses 
sustained in 1968, 1969 and 1970 amounted to 77 million'(local currency)' 
and the company's net worth declined from 195 million to 132 million. 
Prospects for 1971 were discouraging and the management was experiencing 
difficulties in meeting its financial commitments. All lines of credit were 
seemingly exhausted, and bankers were reluctant to extend further credit 
The company was caught in an upward cost spiral, which could not be offset 
by raising prices because of government price controls. 

Besides the problem of meeting the immediate financial commitments, 
the ANE management was conscious of the need to ir.vesi m plant 
modernization, new plant and new products. Moreover. AM needed capital 
for a major investment, the building of a pipeline from the coast 
(300 kilometres away) to the main refinery at Double Bees. The regional 
authorities were counting on AN H to maintain economic growth in the area 
and to provide future jobs and income by serving as the nucleus of a large 
petrochemical industry to be built up in the region. 

A new general manager was appointed who wis keenly a'vare of the 
strategic role to be played by his company in the economic development of 
the whole area. He also realized that the long-term investment in the pipeline 
would bring returns only if present operations were made more efficient. He 
decided the company needed a thorough appraisal by outside consultants. 
Assistance was requested and obtained from I MIX), since there was little 
local experience in working with foreign coriMilting firms I MIX) evaluated 
several consulting firms am* selected the most appropriate one for the job. 
Work started shortly thereafter under the guidance of I MIX) experts, The 
work was to be carried out in two phases, phase I. a survey, and phase II, 
implementation. 

Hie findings and diagnosis 

The main finding of the consultants was that during the first three years 
of the existence of ANE ( 1968 1971 ) the four original companies making up 
the Group were unable to agree fully on the precise actions needed to realize 
their common objectives. In particular, the lubricating oils manufacturing 
unit, a highly profitable operation, could not agree with the main oil refinery, 
which had been suffering losses for the last four years, on questions such as 
over-all raw material and production policy. This fundamental disagreement 
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between the various units resulted in a lack of integration, undcrutiliz.it ion ol 
productive capacity, duplication of efforts in many areas, failure to make 
long-range plans and ill-considered investments bv various units (e.g. 
duplicating unused process equipment of other units) 

Faced with such a situation, the consultants concentrated on improving 
the immediate financial situation of the ANI Group Thev drew up the 
following objectives. 

fa'  To maximize plant utilization and thus improve recovery of fixed 
costs, 

(hi To reduce variable manufacturing, distribution and administrative 
costs; 

fcj  To increase sales. 

(J) To create an effective organization oí the company. 

Although all aspects listed above were critical, the consultants felt rightly 
that the main issue was to strengthen the corporate organization with an 
emphasis on planning and control, the absence of which had created problems 
in every major functional area of the business. 

Organization 

According to the organization chart of the ANI- (ìroup. shown in 
figure V. each of the five operating units reports direct to the general 
manager. These units are located in an area some 2(H) kilometres away from 
the head office in the capital. The general manager is assisted by five directors 
of functional departments. These head office departments have very little or 
mi contact with the operating units. For example, the administration and 
personnel department is largely concerned with the day-to-day administration 
of the head office. Its manager is responsible for drawing up the Group's 
collective agreements and statutes. The commercial department consists, in 
effect, of one person the manager. The technical department consists of a 
team of 10 specialists in technology and economics engaged in design and 
feasibility studies for new plant and processes I he finance department 
consists of 21 persons concerned with financial matters among operating 
units, relationship with banks, bookkeeping and preparation of financial 
statements for the Group as a whole. The organizational planning department 
consists of one manager. 

The analysis of the functions carried out by each operating unit revealed 
many areas in which economies and greater effectiveness could be achieved 
through more logical organization. Some obvious examples are discussed 
below, similar remarks apply to other functions such as personnel, financial 
information, technical and management services. 
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Marketing. The nil products suies organization operates as a central unit 
but handles only about 15 per cent of the (¡roup's total sales, h adi other 
operating unit still retains its own sales team, and some large contracts art- 
negotiated directly by the head office. This type of organization tends to 
increase the Group's selling costs, to reduce the effectiveness of sales 
management and to make the over-all customer service more difficult. 

Hie goal ot the sales o _;:niz.ation is to maximize sales and profit for 
itself it is not to maximize sales oï the Group's products. Asa result, the 
service stations operated by the sales organization sell far more of the motor 
oils produced by competitors than motor oils produced within the Group by 
Company B. Tins lack of corporate goals has created such a fragmentation 
that there is not yet any true marketing function. Certain important 
marketing services, such as market research, advertising and sales promotion, 
salesmen training and distribution planning, do not exist in any organized 
form. 

Purchasing. Purchasing is fully decentralized, each operating unit having 
its own purchasing staff. Thus, no economies can be achieved through buying 
in greater bulk from common suppliers or through simplified clerical work. 

Transport. The transport needs of the operating units are not 
co-ordinated. Incoming, outgoing and internal transport is organized under 
the sales organization or the commercial department. These departments have 
a direct interest in outgoing transport only. 

Planning 

No one in the ANE Group is specifically in charge of long-range planning, 
and no one seems to be an expert in this field. In capital-intensive industries 
such as the oil and petrochemicals industries, failure to plan in long-range 
terms can be disastrous. There is no doubt that the inland location of the 
ANE Group is to a great extent responsible for its present financial situation. 

Now that the Group has decided that a pipeline from the coast to the 
mam refinery is indispensable, the next question is how to obtain the best 
results from this new, substantial investment. To answer this question, the 
ANE Group will have to decide now on objectives to be reached 5, 10 or 
15 years from now. For example, can this new pipeline be used, at least 
partly, to move finished products as well as crude? Can an agreement be 
readied with competitors to make it a joint venture and therefore reduce the 
investment and/or operating expenses? Such questions should be fully 
evaluated by the long-range planning team (still to be formed) of the ANE 
Group. 
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The "development" plans ol some oï the operatine units anno,,- »„ h. 
production- rather than market-oriented. Market rese2 e P o, e 

prepared as part ol individual feasibility studies, but the basic p,il Ihv 
seems to be lor a new process to be selected tlrs, and the marke , H 
prepared laic. With respect to short-range planning ,.e. detailed p a „s 
planning tor up to one year ahead production and finançai pia are 
prepared or one year. In addition, monthly and weekly productíónd",, 
prepared. However, these plans are not used fully because: 

(al  They are not revised when actual results suggest changing trends; 

(b) Plans are prepared in sufficient detail to meet the needs of „nlv one 
level ot management. Thus, there may be too much detail lo p 
management or too little for lower-level managers; 

couWbc SeÍ * reneCt PaSt Per,Ur,mnCe rytHer than ""int lü ^ •* 

Control 

tandard  feature „f reports ,s comparison of actual and planned results 
together w,.h an index of achievement. However, these reports take from   x 

take the action mdtcatcd by ihe report. Certain costs are not reported in 
su taen, de.a,   K„ example, actual figures are no. shown for transport  o 
pe   ton per k.lometrc lor different  categories of transport   a baste figure 
w       co„s,de„ng strategy and results, labour costs are Z broken down* by 

»ZZSS.  p    s" ""' ",c "r,g,"s "',he ,ar,a,M —"b" 
The basic shortcoming of the present control systems is that then fail to 

5Z, Sì. TmCtr "*7 Wl" he ,aken """•«' a devtationU^ 

Recommendations 

main^lstionsr7,rfi
nhiZ!1

ti0n °f the
u

COfPorate «•«• revolves around two 
at M rS1      i 8ree t0 WhÍCh central^««n should be introduced 
mi b  the particular areas in which greater centralization is appropriate The 

wS, ::r:tzTed h that °f a functionai ^ °r «««• s which each  employee or manager may have at the same time a "line" 
(operatmg) and a 'Staff" (functional) superior (see figure VI). The »-called 
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m     o.gamzaln.n serves to maintain discipline and stability in supervising 

o ¡J ;; ,íy üC,,v;ncs ol ,he omp,,,yees-m ^^¡^ c s 01 mg   o  the  opera .ng  „n.ts  up-to-date  information on quality  contro 
^heciulm,,  standards systems,  maintenance and   the tec.ia. 1^ of 

The principle of dual accountability in organ V.ation, whereby operatine 
Personnel are responsible to headquarters for functional matters and t Z 
local manager tor day-to-day administrative matters, occurs frequently n 
industry whenc      specia|¡¡wd k,u and ^    ¿" 

provided   to   individuals   who   work   at   locations   far   from   corpo at! 
headquarters, as in the ANK Group. corporate 

The advantage of this type of organization is that it allows local .-ontrol 

thrT h T<? While makÌng the beSt ,edlnkal advi- a"d guidance vai 
hroaghou the organization. This type of organization structure also 

remforces the potential influence of the head office and guarantees hat loeri 
managers wU operate within the framework of corporate objectïv« and 
regu,aions. The absence of tins sense of corporate lo'ya.ty hasCn t the 
oo of the dilhcu ties experienced by the ANE Group following the 

inadequately prepared merger of 1968. 8 

The proposals are presented by function, with reference to the individual 
operaUng units when necessary. maivwwi 

Technical 

«v lProdUCtion COntro1 grouP should be •^ at the crude oil refinery 

AÎÎL^Î 
Un,t)- ThÌS gr0UP WOUld repürt direCt tü the techn JdÏÏSï An industrial engmeenng group should be set up to assist all operating units 

with TS aS,S- In PrÌnCÌp,e' " ShüU,d be based at the h<^ office. Pos2v with subdivisions at some operating units. ' 

Transport 

eo^inl/h pUrchasin^ and transP°rt, a joint operation, should be 
coordinated by an import-export specialist at the head office. The transport 
of other raw materials to four plants is closely linked with the techniS 
function and should be controlled by it. The transport of fìnisned produci 
should be the responsibility of the marketing organization. 

Marketing 

nrJ^J• ¡"tegrated marke,ing organization should, like the present sales 
organization, be an operating unit, with its director reporting direct to the 

5?"OUT"" at the head üff,Ce- Un,,ke the Present ^anization the new 
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(al Be solo distributor o\ all ANK Group products except exports, 
would control both retail and bulk contract sales: all ANI, Group products 
not "sold" internali) would bo transferred automatically to the marketing 
unit (to ensure concentration on selling the whole range of ANH products); 

(hi Share in decision making concerning new products and processes: 

(ci Continue to sell competitor's products but only if it had excess 
capacity after selling the entire ANI: output: 

(dj establish a market-research team and other marketing services 
(advertising, sales promotion and public relations). 

Finance 

To ease the cash situation between operating units and to facilitate 
capital procurement, a centralized clearing account should be established at 
the head office. Purchasing should become a finance function centralized 
at the head office, while receipt storage and stock control should come directly 
under the main user, the technical department. Financial and cash-flow 
planning should be introduced at the head office. Financial control should be 
strengthened and directed from the head office. 

Corporate planning 

A corporate planning group should be set up at the head office to study 
pricing structures, fiscal policies and over-all company strategy. It should be 
an independent unit reporting direct to the general manager. 

Implementation 

The management of the ANF Group studied and accepted the 
consultants' report and main recommendations. Under UNIDO guidance, the 
consultants worked out a programme of implementation. A summary of the 
main changes to be made under each function and at each location was 
prepared and discussed in detail with the top and lower management. 
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For further information on the type of assistance UNIDO 

provides in the field of management, communications may be 
addressed to: 

Industrial Management and Consulting Services Section 

Division of Industrial Services and Institutions 

United Nations Industrial Development Organization 
P.O. Box 707 

A   1011 Vienna 
Austria 
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